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Abstract. We propose a new synthesis method for generating countermeasures
for cryptographic software code to mitigate power analysisbased side channel at-
tacks. Side channel attacks may arise when computers and microchips leak sensi-
tive information about the software code and data that they process, e.g., through
power dissipation or electromagnetic radiation. Such information leaks have been
exploited in commercial systems in the embedded space. Our new method takes
an unprotected C program as input and returns a functionallyequivalent but side
channel leak free new program as output. The new program is guaranteed to be
perfectly maskedin that all intermediate computation results are made statisti-
cally independent from the secret data. We have implementedour new method in
a tool based on the LLVM compiler and the Yices SMT solver. Ourexperiments
on a set of cryptographic software benchmarks show that the new method is both
effective and scalable for applications of realistic size.

1 Introduction

When cryptographic algorithms are proved to be secure against thousands of years of
brute force cryptanalysis attacks, the assumption is that sensitive information can be
manipulated in a closed computing environment. Unfortunately, real computers and
microchips leak information about the software code and data that they process, e.g.
through power dissipation or electromagnetic radiation. For example, the power con-
sumption of a typical embedded device executing instruction a=t⊕k may depend on
the value of the secret variablek [21]. Such information can be exploited by an adver-
sary through statistical post-processing such as differential power analysis (DPA [19]),
leading to successful attacks in linear time. In recent years, many commercial systems
in the embedded space have shown weakness against such attacks [25, 22, 4].

In this paper, we propose a new synthesis method, which takesan unprotected soft-
ware program as input and returns a functionally equivalentbut side channel leak free
new program as output. By leveraging a new verification procedure that we developed
recently, calledSC Sniffer[14, 15], we can guarantee that the synthesized new program
is secure by construction. That is, all intermediate computations of the program areper-
fectly masked[9] in that their computation results are statistically independent from the
secret data. Masking is a popular and relatively low-cost mitigation strategy for remov-
ing the statistical dependency between sensitive data and side channel emissions. For
example, Boolean masking [4, 26] uses an XOR operation of a random bitr with vari-
ablea to obtain a masked variable:am = a⊕ r. The original value can be restored by a
second XOR operation:am ⊕ r = a. Sinceam no longer depends on the sensitive data
a statistically, subsequent computations based onam will not leak information about
the value ofa.



When a computationf(z) is in the linear domain in terms of⊕ and with respect
to the sensitive inputz, masking can be implemented asf(z ⊕ r) ⊕ f(r) since it is
equivalent tof(z)⊕f(r)⊕f(r) = f(z). That is, we maskz using an XOR with random
bit r before the computation and de-mask using an XOR withf(r) afterward. However,
whenf(z) is a non-linear function, the computationf(z) often needs to be completely
redesigned, e.g., by splittingf() into f ′() andf ′′() such thatf ′(z⊕r)⊕f ′′(r) = f(z).
Finding the properf ′() andf ′′() is a highly creative process currently performed by
cryptographic experts. Indeed, designing a new masking countermeasure for algorithms
such as AES and SHA-3 would be publishable work in cryptographic venues.

Our new synthesis method relies oninductive synthesisand satisfiability modulo
theory (SMT) solvers to search for masking countermeasureswithin a bounded de-
sign space. More specifically, given the software code to be masked, we use a set of
quantifier-free first-order logic formulas to encode the tworequirements of the syn-
thesized new code – that it must be perfectly masked and that it must be functionally
equivalent to the original code. The resulting formulas canbe decided by an off-the-
shelf SMT solver. Based on this formal analysis, we can guarantee that the synthesized
program is provably secure against power analysis based side channel attacks even on
devices with physical emissions.

In recent years, there is a growing interest in using compilers to automate the appli-
cation of side-channel countermeasures [1, 5, 7, 23]. However, these existing methods
rely on matching known code patterns and applying predefinedcode transformations.
They do not employ SMT solver based exhaustive search or the notion ofperfect mask-
ing during the process. As a result, they cannot guarantee to findthe leakage free new
program even if such program exists, or formally prove that the generated code is leak-
age free. Our new method provides both guarantees. Althoughinductive synthesis has
enjoyed remarkable success recently (e.g., [17, 16, 20, 3, 27]), this is the first time that
it is applied to mitigating side channel attacks.

We have implemented our new method in a software tool calledSC Masker, which
builds upon the LLVM compiler [11] and the Yices SMT solver [12]. We have con-
ducted experiments on a set of cryptographic software benchmarks, including both AES
and MAC-Keccak. Our experiments show that the new method is both effective in elim-
inating side channel leaks and scalable for handling cryptographic software code of
practical size.

To sum up, we have made the following contributions:

– We propose a new method for synthesizingmaskingcountermeasures to protect
cryptographic software code against power analysis attacks.

– We implement the method in a software tool, which takes an unprotected C program
as input and returns a perfectly masked new program as output.

– We conduct experiments on a set of cryptographic software benchmarks to demon-
strate the effectiveness and scalability of the new method.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We will establish notation and
define the synthesis problem in Section 2. We will illustratethe overall flow of our
method using an example in Section 3. The detailed algorithms will be presented in Sec-
tion 4, which include both inductively computing the candidate program and formally
verifying the candidate program. We will present a partitioned synthesis procedure in
Section 5 to further improve the runtime performance. Our experimental results will be
presented in Section 6. Finally, we will give our conclusions in Section 7.
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2 Preliminaries

Following the notation used by Blömeret al. [9], we assume that a sensitive computa-
tion c← f(x, k) takes a plaintextx and a secret keyk as input and returns a ciphertext
c as output. The implementation of functionf(x, k) consists of a sequence of interme-
diate operations. Each intermediate operation is referredto as a functionIi(x, k), where
i is the index of that operation.

Side Channel Attacks We assume that the plaintextx and the ciphertextc may be
observed by an adversary, whereas the secret keyk is hidden in the computing device.
The goal of the adversary is to deducek based on observingx, c, and the power leakage
of the device. Based on the widely used Hamming Weight (HW) model, we assume
that the power leakage of the device correlates to the valuesinvolved in the sensitive
operationsI1(x, k) . . . In(x, k). Here,Ii(x, k) refers to thei-th instruction whose result
is a function of bothx andk. Given two different key valuesk andk′, for instance, the
power consumption ofk ⊕ x and k′ ⊕ x may differ. The information leak may be
exploited by techniques such as differential power analysis (DPA [19]).

To eliminate side channel leaks, a countermeasure calledmaskingcan be imple-
mented to randomize the instantaneous power consumption tomake it statistically in-
dependent from the secret data. For example, when the computation f(z) is a linear
function of variablez in the⊕ domain, meaning thatf(z1 ⊕ z2) = f(z1) ⊕ f(z2),
masking requires no modification of the original implementation of functionf(z).

f(z ⊕ r)⊕ f(r) = f(z)⊕ f(r)⊕ f(r) = f(z) .

Here, the random bitr is generated internally on the cryptographic device so the adver-
sary cannot access its value. Due to commutativity of the XORoperation, we can mask
z with r before the computation on the device and de-mask withf(r) afterward.

However, whenf(z) is a non-linear function, the implementation off(z) often
needs to be completely redesigned. Depending on the order ofattacks to be mitigated,
for instance,z may have to be divided inton chunks by using XOR operations with
n random bitsr1 . . . rn. Then, each chunk is fed to a newly designed cryptographic
function f ′

i(z ⊕ ri, ri), where1 ≤ i ≤ n. At the end, these results are combined
to reconstructf(z) by using XOR operations with another functionf ′′

i (z ⊕ ri, ri).
Considern=1 as an example. We require the new functionsf ′() andf ′′() to satisfy the
following constraint:

f ′(z ⊕ r, r) ⊕ f ′′(z ⊕ r, r) = f(z) .

However, the design of such cryptographic functionsf ′ andf ′′ is a highly creative
manual process currently undertaken by experts – it is laborintensive and error prone.
Furthermore, even if the masking algorithm is provably secure, bugs introduced during
the software coding process may still cause information leaks.

Iterative Inductive Synthesis To overcome these problems, we propose using induc-
tive synthesis to generate implementations of perfect masking countermeasures. We
follow the iterative synthesis procedure shown in Fig. 1, which consists of three steps:
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1. Given an unprotected program as input, we first compute a candidate new program
that is masked and is functionally equivalent to the original program, at least for a
small set of test inputs.

2. We try to prove that the candidate program is perfectly masked and is functionally
equivalent to the original program under all possible test inputs.

3. If the verification succeeds, we are done. Otherwise, the candidate program is in-
valid. In the latter case, we block this solution, go back to Step 1, and try again.

Passed

Failed

      +
  Spec

program
 Block the 

Program Synthesized
    program

Find a candidate
       program

Verify found
    program

Fig. 1.The iterative inductive synthesis procedure.

The reason why we choose not
to generate, in one step, a candi-
date program that is valid for all
possible test inputs is because of
performance concerns. A candi-
date program valid for all pos-
sible test inputs would be pro-
hibitively more expensive for an
SMT solver to compute. By sep-
arating the synthesis task into
three subtasks, namely the inductive synthesis of candidate programs, the formal veri-
fication of candidate programs, and the iterative refinementstep, we can make all three
substeps practically feasible to complete.

In this work, the verification step will consist of two substeps. First, we prove that
the candidate program is functionally equivalent to the original program under all pos-
sible inputs. Second, we prove that all intermediate computations in the candidate pro-
gram are perfectly masked. Toward this end, we leverage a verification procedure that
we developed recently, calledSC Sniffer[14, 15], which can check whether an interme-
diate computation result of the program is statistically dependent on the secret data.

Verifying Perfect Masking Given a pair(x, k) of plaintext and key for the function
f(x, k) and an intermediate computation resultIi(x, k, r) masked by the random vari-
abler, we useDx,k(R) to denote the distribution ofI(x, k, r). Here,r is ans-bit ran-
dom variable uniformly distributed in the domainR = {0, 1}s; it is meant to be used to
remove the information leakage ofIi(x, k, r) while maintaining the input-output rela-
tion of functionf(x, k). If Dx,k(R) is statistically independent fromk, we say that the
function is perfectly masked [9]. Otherwise, the function has side channel leaks.

Definition 1. Given an implementation of functionf(x, k) and a set of its intermediate
results{Ii(x, k, r)}, we say that the function is perfectly masked if for eachIi(x, k, r),

Dx,k(R) = Dx,k′(R) for any two pairs(x, k) and(x, k′) .

As an example, consider Fig. 2 where ciphertextsc1,c2,c3,c4 are results of four
different masking schemes for plaintext bitx and key bitk using random bitsr1 and
r2. According to the truth tables on the right-hand side, all ofthese four outputs are
logically dependent onr1,r2. However, this does not imply statistical independence
from the secretk. Indeed,c1,c2,c3 all leak sensitive information. Specifically, when
x is logical 0, and whenc1 is 1, we know for sure that the secretk is also 1, regardless
of the values of the random variables. Similarly, whenc2 is logical 0, we know for sure
thatk is also 0. Whenc3 is logical 1 (or 0), there is a 75% chance thatk is logical 1 (or
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c1 = x⊕ k∧(r1∧r2)

c2 = x⊕ k∨(r1∧r2)

c3 = x⊕ k⊕(r1∧r2)

c4 = x⊕ k⊕(r1⊕r2)

x k r1 r2 c1 c2 c3 c4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1

x k r1 r2 c1 c2 c3 c4
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0

Fig. 2. The values ofc1,c2,c3 are statistically dependent on the key bitk although they are
masked by random bitsr1 andr2 – knowing the value of these ciphertexts and plaintextx, an
adversary can deduce the value ofk with high probability. In contrast,c4 is perfectly masked.

0). In contrast,c4 is the only leak-free output because it is statistically independent of
k – whenk is logical 1 (or 0), there is 50% chance thatc4 is logical 1 (or 0).

Our method inSC Sniffer[14, 15] relies on translating the verification problem into
a set of satisfiability (SAT) problems, each of which is encoded as a logical formula.
These formulas can be decided using an off-the-shelf SMT solver. More specifically,
we start by marking all the plaintext bits inx as public, the key bits ink as secret,
and the mask bits inr as random. Then, we traverse the entire program and for each
intermediate computationI(x, k, r), check the satisfiability of the following formula:

∃x, k, k′ .

(

∑

r∈R

I(x, k, r) 6=
∑

r∈R

I(x, k′, r)

)

Here,k andk′ are two different values of the secret key andR is the set of values of
random variabler. The summation

∑

r∈R I(x, k, r) represents the number of values of
r that can makeI(x, k, r) evaluate to logical 1, and the summation

∑

r∈R I(x, k′, r)
represents the number of values ofr that can makeI(x, k′, r) evaluate to logical 1.
Assume that random variabler is uniformly distributed in the domainR, the above two
summations represent the probabilities ofI being logical 1 under key valuesk andk′,
respectively. If the above formula is satisfiable, then we have found a plaintextx and two
values (k, k′) such that the distributions ofI(x, k, r) andI(x, k′, r) differs – it means
that the value of the secret key bit is leaked. In contrast, ifthe formula is unsatisfiable,
it is a formal proof thatI(x, k, r) is perfectly masked byr. We will present the detailed
SMT encoding in Section 4.2.

3 Motivating Example

In this section, we illustrate the overall flow of our synthesis method using an exam-
ple. Our example is part of the implementation of MAC-Keccak, the newly standard-
ized SHA-3 cryptographic hashing algorithm [24], after three rounds of competitions
by cryptographic experts worldwide. The MAC-Keccak code [8] consists of five main
functions that are repeated for 24 rounds on the input bits (plaintext and key) in order to
compute the output (ciphertext). The computation in a single round can be represented
by out = ι.χ.π.ρ.θ(in), whereι(), π(), ρ() andθ() are linear functions in the domain
of ⊕, consisting of operations such as XOR, SHIFT and ROTATE, whereasχ() is a
nonlinear function, containing nonlinear operations suchas AND.
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1 : Chi(bool i1, bool i2, bool i3) {
2 : bool n1, n2, n3;
3 : n3 = ¬i2;
4 : n2 = n3 ∧ i3;
5 : n1 = n2 ⊕ i1;
6 : return n1;
7 : }

i1 i2 i3 n3 n2 n1
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 1

1 : mChi(bool i1, bool i2, bool i3) {
2 : bool r1, r2, r3; //random bits added

3 : bool b1, b2, b3, n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6, n7, n8, n9;
4 : b1 = i1 ⊕ r1;
5 : b2 = i2 ⊕ r2;
6 : b3 = i3 ⊕ r3;
7 : n9 = b3 ∧ r2;
8 : n8 = r3 ∧ r2;
9 : n7 = r3 ∨ b2;
10 : n6 = r1 ⊕ n9;
11 : n5 = n7 ⊕ n8;
12 : n4 = b2 ∨ b3;
13 : n3 = n5 ⊕ n6;
14 : n2 = n4 ⊕ b1;
15 : n1 = n2 ⊕ n3;
16 : return n1;
17 : }

Fig. 3. The originalχ function in MAC-Keccak, its truth table, and the synthesized χ function.
Here¬ denotes NOT,∧ denotes AND,∨ denotes OR, and⊕ denotes XOR.

Our synthesis procedure takes the MAC-Keccak code as input and returns a per-
fectly masked version of the code as output. It starts by transforming the original pro-
gram into an intermediate representation (IR) using the LLVM compiler front-end.
Since we focus on cryptographic software, not general purpose software, we can as-
sume that all program variables are bounded integers and there is no input-dependent
control flow. (Cryptographic software typically do not haveinput-dependent control
flow because it is vulnerable to timing attacks.) Therefore,it is relatively straightfor-
ward to transform the input program into a Boolean program, e.g., by merging if-else
conditions, unwinding loops, inlining functions, and bit-blasting the integer operations.
Thus, from now on, we are only concerned with an IR where all instructions operate on
bits. Focusing on the bit-level analysis allows us to detectleaks at the finest granularity
possible.

The next step is traversing the abstract syntax tree of the Boolean program in a
topological order, starting at the input nodes and ending atthe output node. For each
internal node, we first check whether its function is linear in the domain of⊕. As we
have shown earlier, for a linear functionf(z), we can mask the inputz with an XOR
of a random bitr before the computation and demask with an XOR off(r) afterward.
Furthermore, to make sure that all intermediate nodes stay masked, we need to chain
the mask-demask segments together, by masking the output ofa function with a new
random variable before demasking it with the previous random variable.

For nonlinear functions, such asχ(), there are no easy ways of generating the coun-
termeasures. In this work, we rely on the iterative inductive synthesis and SMT solvers
to search for a valid countermeasure in a bounded design space. Given theχ() function
in Fig. 3 (left), our method will produce the new code in Fig. 3(right). Our method en-
sures that these two versions have the same input-output relation, and at the same time,
all the intermediate computation results in the new programare perfectly masked with
random bitsr1, r2 andr3. Our method has two main advantages over the state of the
art. First, it is more economical and sustainable than the manual mitigation approach,
especially when considering the rapid increase in the application size and platform va-
riety. Second, it eliminates both the design errors and the implementation errors while
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guaranteeing that the synthesized program is secure by construction. That is, by assum-
ing that each ofr1, r2 andr3 in Fig. 3 (right) is randomly distributed, our method
guarantees that the probability of each intermediate result being logical 1 (or 0) is sta-
tistically independent from the values ofi1, i2 andi3.

4 Synthesis of Masking Countermeasures

In this section, we present our basic algorithm for iteratively synthesizing a masked
version of the input Boolean program. We leave performance optimizations to the next
section. The pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 1, whereP is the original program,
inputs is the set of inputs, andoutput is the output. The input variables also have an-
notations indicating whether they are plaintext bits, key bits, or random bits. The syn-
thesis procedure returns a new programnewP whose input-output relation is equivalent
to that ofP . At the same time, all internal nodes ofnewP are perfectly masked. New
random bits may be added by the synthesis procedure gradually, on aneed-tobasis.

Algorithm 1 Inductive synthesis of a masked version of the input programP .
1: SYNTHESIZEMASKING (P, inputs , output) {
2: blocked← { };
3: testSet← { };
4: size← 1;
5: while (size < MAX CODE SIZE){
6: newP ← COMPUTECANDIDATE (P,inputs , output , size, blocked, testSet);
7: if (newP does not exist)
8: size← size+ 1;
9: else{

10: test1 ← CHECKEQUIVALENCE(newP, P );
11: test2 ← CHECKINFOLEAKAGE(newP);
12: if ( {test1 , test2 } == { } )
13: return newP ;
14: blocked← blocked∪{newP};
15: testSet← testSet∪{test1 , test2 };
16: }
17: }
18: return no solution;
19: }

The synthesis procedure iterates through three elementarysteps: (1) compute a can-
didate programnewP which is functionally equivalent to the original programP , at
least for a selected set of test inputs; (2) verify thatnewP is functionally equivalent
to P for all possible inputs and is perfectly masked; (3) if any ofthe two verification
substeps fails, we block this solution, add the failure triggering inputs totestSet, and
repeat. The synthesis procedure iteratively searches for anew candidate program with
increasing code size, until the size reaches MAXCODE SIZE. We record the bad so-
lutions in the setblocked to avoid repeating them in the future. We record intestSet all
the test cases that led to failures at some previous verification steps.
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In the remainder of this section, we present the detailed algorithms for two elemen-
tary steps: computing the candidate program and verifying the candidate program.

4.1 Computing the Candidate Program

The first step in computingnewP fromP is to create a parameterized AST that captures
all possible masked Boolean programs up to a bounded size. Following the notation
used in [13], we call this parameterized AST as askeleton. An example is shown in
Fig. 4, which has 11 nodes. Each node is either anOp node or aV node. The internal
nodeOp can be instantiated to any bit-level operation such as⊕,&, |, or !. TheV node
can be instantiated to any variable in the original program,or fresh random bit added
by the synthesis procedure, or constant (logical0 or 1). The instantiation ofOp nodes
andV nodes is controlled by a set of auxiliary variables, whose values will be assigned
by the SMT solver.

n10

Op

Op

Op OpV
V

V V V V

n7

n11

n6
n5

n2

n4

n3

n1

n9n8

Op

Fig. 4. A candidate program skeleton con-
sisting of 11 parameterized AST nodes.

n10

r2

⊕

i1

r1

⊕

i2

⊕

⊕ ⊕

r1

n7

n11

n6
n5

n2

n4

n3

n1

n9n8
r2

Fig. 5. The synthesized candidate program
with instantiated Boolean masking.

As an example, consider noden8 in Fig. 4. The corresponding logical constraint
may be((N8==V1)&&bV1)||(N8==V2)&&bV2), whereN8 denotes the output ofn8

andV1 andV2 are two variables in the input program. Auxiliary variablesbV1 and
bV2 are added to decide which of the node types are chosen – we would add another
constraint saying that one and only one ofbV1 andbV2 must be true. Based on which
variable is set to true by the SMT solver, the output of noden8 is determined. For node
n1, the constraint may be((N1==(N2&N3))&&bAND1)||((N1==(N2|N3))&&bOR1)
||((N1==(N2⊕N3))&&bXOR1) ||((N1==(⊕N2))&&bNOT1 whereN1, N2 and N3
denote the output of noden1, n2, andn3, respectively. Auxiliary variablesbAND1,
bOR1, bXOR1, andbNOT1 are constrained such that one and only one of them must be
true. Fig. 5 shows a masked candidate program synthesized bythe SMT solver, which
representsn1 = i1 ⊕ i2.

The next step is to build an SMT formulaΦ that imposes two additional require-
ments: (1) the input-output relation of the candidate program skeleton is equivalent
to the original programP , and (2) the internal nodes of the candidate program are all
masked by some random variables. More formally, the formulaΦ is defined as follows:

Φ = ΦP ∧ Φskel ∧ ΦiEqv ∧ ΦoEqv ∧ Φmasked ∧ ΦtestSet ∧ Φblocked ,

where the subformulas are defined as follows:
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– ΦP encodes the program logic ofP .
– Φskel encodes the program logic of theskeleton.
– ΦiEqv asserts that the input variables ofP andskeletonhave the same values.
– ΦoEqv asserts that the outputs ofP andskeletonhave the same value.
– Φmasked asserts that all internal nodes are masked by some random bits – some

random bit must appear in the support of the function of each node.
– ΦtestSet asserts that the input variables should take values only from testSet .
– Φblocked asserts that the previously failed solutions should not be selected.

If formula Φ is satisfiable, a candidate solution is found, and it will be verified for
equivalence and perfect masking in the following step. Otherwise, the skeletonsize
will be incremented and the SMT solver will be invoked again on the new formula.

4.2 Verifying the Candidate Program

Given a candidate programnewP , which is computed by the SMT solver for a set
of selected test inputs, we verify that it is a valid solutionfor all possible inputs. We
formulate the verification problem into two satisfiability subproblems, where we look
for counterexamples, or test inputs, under which eithernewP is not equivalent toP , or
some nodes innewP are not perfectly masked.

Checking Functional Equivalence We construct formulaΨ1 such that it is satisfiable
if and only if there exists a test input under whichnewP andP have different outputs.
The formula is defined as follows:

Ψ1 = ΦP ∧ ΦnewP ∧ ΦiEqv ∧ ΦoDiff ,

whereΦP andΦnewP encode the input-output relations of the two programs,ΦiEqv

asserts that they have the same input values, andΦoDiff asserts that they have different
outputs. IfΨ1 is satisfiable, we find a test case showing thatnewP is a bad solution. If
Ψ1 is unsatisfiable, thennewP andP are functional equivalent.

Checking for Information Leakage We construct formulaΨ2 such that it is satisfiable
if and only if there exists an intermediate node innewP that leaks sensitive information.
Toward this end, we leverage our recently developed verification procedure [14, 15] to
check, for each intermediate nodeI(x, k, r), whether there exist a plaintextx and two
key valuesk, k′ such that

∑

r∈R I(x, k, r) 6=
∑

r∈R I(x, k′, r). As we have explained
in Section 2, this inequality means that the probabilistic distributions ofI(x, k, r) and
I(x, k′, r) differ for the two key valuesk andk′. The formulaΨ2 is defined as follows:

Ψ2 :=

(

∧

r∈R

ΦI (x ,k ,r)

)

∧

(

∧

r∈R

ΦI (x ,k ′,r)

)

∧ Φb2i ∧ Φsum ∧ ΦsumDiff ,

where the subformulas are defined as follows:

– Program logic (ΦI (x ,k ,r)): Each subformulaΦI (x ,k ,r) encodes the input-output re-
lation of I(x, k, r) with a fixed valuer ∈ R and variablek. Each subformula
ΦI (x ,k ′,r) encodes the input-output relation ofI(x, k′, r) with a fixed valuer ∈ R
and variablek′. All subformulas share the same plaintext variablex.
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0    0 0    1 1    0 1    1

SAT?

Fig. 6.SMT encoding for checking the statistical dependence of an output on secret data(k1, k2).

– Boolean-to-int (Φb2i ): This subformula encodes the conversion of the bit output of
eachI(x, k, r) to an integer (true becomes 1 and false becomes 0), which willbe
summed up later to compute

∑

r∈R I(x, k, r) and
∑

r∈R I(x, k′, r).
– Sum-up-the-1s (Φsum ): This subformula encodes the two summations of the logical

1’s in the outputs of the|R| copies ofI(x, k, r) and the|R| copies ofI(x, k′, r).
– Different sums (ΦsumDiff ): It asserts that the two summations have different results.

If Ψ2 is unsatisfiable, then the intermediate resultI is perfectly masked. IfΨ2 is satisfi-
able, thenI has information leakage.

Fig. 6 provides a pictorial illustration of our SMT encodingfor an intermediate
resultI(k1, k2, r1, r2), wherek1, k2 are the key bits andr1, r2 are the random bits.
The first four boxes encode the program logic ofΦI(x,k,0) . . . ΦI(x,k,3) for key bits
(k1k2), with the random bits set to 00, 01, 10, and 11, respectively. The other four
boxes encode the program logic ofΦI(x,k′,0) . . . ΦI(x,k′,3) for key bits (k1′k2′), with the
random bits set to 00, 01, 10, and 11, respectively. The entire formula checks whether
there exist two sets of key values (k1k2 andk1′k2′) under which the probabilities ofI
being logical 1 are different.

As a more concrete example, consider the computationc2 = x ⊕ k ∨ (r1 ∧ r2) in
Fig. 2. The SMT solver may return the solutionx=0,k=0 andk′=1 because, according
to the truth table in Fig. 2,

∑

r∈R c2(0, 0, r) = 1 whereas
∑

r∈R c2(0, 1, r) = 4.
Considerc4 = x ⊕ k ⊕ (r1 ⊕ r2) in Fig. 2 as another example. The SMT solver will
not be able to find any solution because it is perfectly masked. For instance, whenx=0,
k=0 andk′=1, we have

∑

r∈R c4(0, 0, r) = 2 and
∑

r∈R c4(0, 1, r) = 2.

5 Partitioned Synthesis to Improve Performance

SMT solver based inductive synthesis has the advantage of being exhaustive during the
search of countermeasures within a bounded design space. With the help of the verifica-
tion subprocedure, our method also guarantees that the resulting program is secure by
construction. However, its main disadvantage is the limited scalability, since the SMT
solver slows down quickly as the program size increases. Although we expect SMT
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Fig. 7. The partitioned synthesis procedure for applying masking countermeasures locally.

solvers to continue improving in the coming years, it is unlikely that a monolithic SMT
based synthesis procedure will scale up to large programs (this is consistent with what
others in the field have observed [3, 2]). In this section, we propose apartitionedsynthe-
sis procedure to combine static code analysis with judicious use of inductive synthesis
so that the combined method can handle cryptographic software code of realistic size.

The partitioned synthesis procedure (Fig. 7) starts by traversing the AST nodes
of the program in a topological order, from the inputs to the output. Depending on
whether the AST noden is linear or nonlinear as shown in Algorithm 2, it invokes either
MASKL INEAR or SYNTHESIZEMASKING (presented in the previous section). Whenn
is a linear function, we mask its input variables and demask the output with random
variables, without modifying the linear function itself, as explained in Section 2. When
n is a nonlinear function, instead of invokingSYNTHESIZEMASKING for the entire fan-
in cone ofn, we partition it into small code regions, and synthesize a masked version
for each region. Then, we substitute the original code region reg in programP with
the new code regionnew reg. The entire synthesis procedure terminates when all small
code regions of all nonlinear AST nodes in programP are perfectly masked.

Algorithm 2 Partitioned synthesis algorithm for masking the programP .
1: PARTITIONEDSYNTHESIS(P, inputs , output) {
2: for each (AST noden ∈ P ) {
3: if ( n represents a linear function)
4: new n ← MASKL INEAR(P, inputs , n);
5: replacen in programP with new n;
6: else{
7: while ( ∃ unprotected code regionreg ∈ FanIn(n) ) {
8: Let (reg ins, reg out) be the inputs and output ofreg ;
9: new reg ← SYNTHESIZEMASKING(P,reg ins, reg out);

10: replacereg in programP with new reg ;
11: }
12: }
13: }
14: return P ;
15: }

11



Selecting a Code RegionWhile selecting a code region inFanIn(n) of a nonlinear
noden, we first start from an AST nodem ∈ FanIn(n) that is not yet perfectly masked,
and then include a number of its connected unprotected nodes. The exact number of fan-
in nodes to be included in the code region of nodem is controlled by a user specified
bound. Choosing the right bound, and hence the size of the code region, is a tradeoff
between the compactness of the synthesized program and the computational overhead.
On the one hand, if we set the bound to positive infinity, thepartitionedsynthesis pro-
cedure would degenerate to themonolithicapproach. On the other hand, if we set the
bound to a small number, the synthesized solution may be suboptimal in that some of
the masking operations are unnecessary.

For illustration purposes only, we consider an extreme casewhere the region size
is set to 1, meaning that each nonlinear AST node is masked separately. Under this
assumption, in Fig. 3, we illustrate the process of masking theχ() function from Fig. 8.
The first code region involves the NOT operation at Line 3, whose masked version is
shown in the middle column. The second code region involves the AND operation at
Line 4, whose masked version is shown in the middle column. The third code region
involves the XOR ofn2 andi1 at Line 5, whose masked version is shown in the middle
column. It is worth pointing out that, in this extreme case, the resulting program will be
suboptimal. However, the actual implementation of our partitioned synthesis procedure
was able to obtain a perfectly masked countermeasure whose size is more compact.

b1 = i2 ⊕ r1; b1 = i2 ⊕ r1;
L3: n3 = ¬ i2; → t1 = ¬ b1; → t1 = ¬ b1;

n3 = t1 ⊕ r1; n3 = t1 ⊕ r2; //swap with r1

b3 = i3 ⊕ r3; b3 = i3 ⊕ r3;
b2 = n3 ⊕ r2; b2 = n3 ⊕ r1; //swap with r2
t10 = ¬ b2; t10 = ¬ b2;
t9 = b3 ∧ r2; t9 = b3 ∧ r2;

L4: n2 = n3 ∧ i3; → t8 = ¬ r3; → t8 = ¬ r3;
t7 = t10 ∧ r3; t7 = t10 ∧ r3;
t6 = b2 ∧ b3; t6 = b2 ∧ b3;
t5 = ¬ t9; t5 = ¬ t9;
t4 = t8 ∨ r2; t4 = t8 ∨ r2;
t3 = t6 ∨ t7; t3 = t6 ∨ t7;
t2 = t4 ⊕ t5; t2 = t4 ⊕ t5;
n2 = t2 ⊕ t3; n2 = t2 ⊕ r4; //swap with t3

b4 = n2 ⊕ r4; b4 = n2 ⊕ t3; //swap with r4
b5 = i1 ⊕ r1; b5 = i1 ⊕ r1;

L5: n1 = n2 ⊕ i1; → t12 = b4 ⊕ b5; → t12 = b4 ⊕ b5;
t11 = r1 ⊕ r4; t11 = r1 ⊕ r4;
n1 = t11 ⊕ t12; n1 = t11 ⊕ t12;

Fig. 8. Example: the process of masking individual code regions andcomposing them together.

Replacing the Code RegionContinue with the aboveextreme caseexercise, we now
explain how to use the newly synthesized code region (new reg) to replace the original
code region (reg) in programP . The replacement process is mostly straightforward,
due to the fact that our partitioned synthesis procedure traverses regions in a bottom-up
topological order. However, there is one caveat – before demasking the output of the
new regionnew reg , we need to mask it with another random variable; otherwise,the
output ofnew reg would become unmasked.

12



We solve this problem by asserting, while computing the candidate program in pro-
cedureSYNTHESIZEMASKING, that the output and all inputs must be an XOR operation
with some random variables. Due to the associativity of XOR operations, and the fact
that now two adjacent code regions are connected through twoXOR operations, we
can switch the order of the two XOR operations during region replacement, without
modifying the functionality of the final output.

In Fig. 8, the right-hand-side column shows an example for chaining the three new
code regions of theχ function obtained in the middle column, by swapping their adja-
cent XOR operations with random bits.

Reusing Random Variables To further reduce the size of the synthesized program,
we reuse random variables as much as possible while masking the non-adjacent code
regions. Specifically, while building the candidate program skeletonfor a code region
reg (see Section 4.1), we first need to create a list of random variables to be used in the
V nodes. The number of random variables is at most as large as the number of input
variables inreg. However, we do not have to create fresh random variables every time
they are needed. Instead, we can reuse existing random variables in the program, as
long as they are not used in the code regions adjacent toreg. This optimization can
significantly reduce the number of random bits required in the masked new program,
while at the same time soundly maintaining the statistical independence of the masked
nodes.

6 Experiments

We have implemented our new synthesis method in a software tool calledSC Masker,
which builds upon the LLVM compiler front-end and the Yices SMT solver. Our tool
runs in two modes: the monolithic mode and the partitioned mode, to facilitate exper-
imental comparison of the two approaches. We have evaluatedour method on a set
of cryptographic software benchmarks. Our experimental evaluation was designed to
answer the following questions:

– How effective is the new synthesis method in eliminating side channel leaks? Is the
synthesized program as compact as the countermeasures handcrafted by experts?

– How scalable is the tool in handling code of realistic size? Our partitioned synthesis
procedure is designed to address the scalability problem. Is it effective in practice?

Our benchmarks fall into three categories. The first set, from P1 to P8, are medium
sized cryptographic functions that are partially masked. Specifically, P1 and P2 are
taken from Bayraket al. [6], which are incorrectly masked computations due to code
motion in compiler optimization. P3 and P4 are from Herbstet al. [18], which are
gate-level implementations of partially masked AES. P5 andP6 are masked versions
of the χ function from Bertoniet al. [8], after integer to Boolean compilation with
optimizations. P7 and P8 are two modified versions of the MAC-Keccak nonlinearχ
functions. The second set, from P9 to P12, are small to mediumsized cryptographic
functions that are completely unmasked. Specifically, P9 isthe original MAC-Keccak
χ function taken from the reference implementation [8] (Equation 5.2 on Page 46). P10
and P11 are two nonlinear functions,mul4andinvg4, from an implementation of AES
in [10]. P12 is a single-round complete implementation of AES found in [10]. The third
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Table 1.Comparing performance of the monolithic and partitioned methods inSC Masker.

Program Monolithic Partitioned
Name LoC Keys Plains Rands Nodes Rands Nodes Time Rands Nodes Time

P1 79 16 16 16 47 16 85 2.9s 16 85 2.9s
P2 67 8 8 16 31 16 55 1.5s 16 55 1.5s
P3 32 2 2 2 9 4 15 8.3s 4 15 8.1s
P4 32 2 2 2 6 6 9 0.2s 6 9 0.2s
P5 59 3 3 4 18 8 24 19m17s 8 27 8.3s
P6 60 3 3 4 18 8 24 0.5s 8 24 0.5s
P7 66 3 3 4 22 8 25 0.3s 8 25 0.3s
P8 66 3 3 4 22 8 25 0.3s 8 25 0.3s
P9 9 3 0 0 3 - - TO 4 14 3.1s
P10 57 8 0 0 37 - - TO 8 264 4m36s
P11 82 8 0 0 48 - - TO 4 485 13m10s
P12 365 8 0 0 182 - - TO 8 1072 22m10s
P13 56k 58 161 58 19k - - TO 58 20k 24m7s
P14 56k 58 161 58 19k - - TO 58 21k 41m37s
P15 56k 58 161 58 19k - - TO 58 21k 36m21s
P16 56k 58 161 58 19k - - TO 58 21k 35m42s
P17 56k 58 161 58 19k - - TO 58 21k 48m15s
P18 56k 58 161 58 19k - - TO 58 20k 23m41s

set, from P13 to P18, are partially masked large programs with a significant number
of instructions not yet masked. These programs are generated by us from the MAC-
Keccak reference code [24] after converting it from an integer program to a Boolean
program. In each case, the whole program has been transformed into a single function
to test the scalability of our new methods.

Table 1 shows the experimental results obtained on a machinewith a 3.4 GHz Intel
i7-2600 CPU, 4 GB RAM, and a 32-bit Linux OS. Columns 1-6 show the statistics
of each benchmark, including the name, the lines of code, thenumber of key bits, the
number of plaintext bits, the number of random bits, and the number of operations
(Nodes). Columns 7-9 show the results of the monolithic synthesis algorithm, including
the number of random bits and the number of operations (Nodes) in the synthesized
program, as well as the run time. Columns 10-12 show the results of the partitioned
synthesis algorithm, including the number of random bits and the number of operations
(Nodes) in the synthesized program, as well as the run time. Here, TO means that the
SC Maskertool ran out of the time limit of 4 hours.

The experimental results show that our new synthesis method, especially when it
runs in the partitioned mode, is scalable in handling cryptographic software of realis-
tic size. On the first set of test cases, where the programs aresmall, both monolithic
and partitioned procedures can complete quickly, and the differences in run time and
compactness of the new program are small. However, on large programs such as AES
and MAC Keccak, the monolithic method can not finish within four hours, whereas the
partitioned method can finish in a reasonably small amount oftime. Furthermore, we
can see that most of the existing random bits in the original programs were reused.

As far as the compactness of the new program is concerned, we know of only one
benchmark (P9) that has a previously published masking countermeasure. The counter-
measure [8] handcrafted by cryptographic engineering experts has 14 operations. The
countermeasure synthesized by our own tool (using the partitioned approach) also has
14 operations. Therefore, at least for this example, it is ascompact than the handcrafted
countermeasure. However, recall that our method has the additional advantages of being
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fully automated and at the same time guaranteeing that the synthesized new program
is provably secure. Furthermore, when given more CPU time – for example, by setting
the time limit to 10 hours and using a larger region size – our synthesis procedure inSC
Maskerwas able to produce a countermeasure with only 12 operations, which is more
compact than the countermeasure handcrafted by experts. Wecan also show that this
is the smallest possible solution because reducing the skeleton size further causes the
SMT solver to report unsatisfiability.
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Partitioned

Fig. 9. Comparing the run time of the two synthesis
methods inSC Masker(the time is in seconds).

As another measurement of
the scalability of our new meth-
ods, we conducted experiments
on a parameterized version of
test program P1 by expanding it
from 1 encryption round up to
10 rounds. In each program, the
input for one round is the out-
put from the previous round. We
ran theSC Maskertool twice,
once with the monolithic ap-
proach and once with the parti-
tioned approach. The results are
plotted in Fig. 9, where thex-
axis shows the program size in
terms of the number of encryp-
tion rounds and they-axis shows the run time in seconds. Also note that they-axis is
in logarithmic scale. Whereas the monolithic approach quickly ran out of time for pro-
grams with≥ 5 rounds, the execution time increase of the partitioned approach remains
modest – this demonstrates the capability of ourpartitionedmethod in handling large
programs.

7 Conclusions

We have presented a new synthesis method for automatically generating perfect mask-
ing countermeasures for cryptographic software to defend against power analysis based
side channel attacks. Our method guarantees that the resulting software code is secure
by construction. We have implemented our method in theSC Maskertool and evaluated
it on a set of cryptographic software benchmarks. Our experiments show that the new
method is effective in eliminating side channel leaks and atthe same time is scalable for
handling programs of practical size. For future work, we plan to continue optimizing
our SMT based encoding and at the same time extending it to handle other masking
schemes, including additive masking, multiplicative masking, as well as application
specific masking such as RSA blinding.
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